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Abstract: The blue-light photo-reduction (conversion of oxidized flavin quinone via flavin
semiquinone to fully reduced flavin hydroquinone) and dark re-oxidation of the flavins
riboflavin and lumiflavin in starch (α-amylose) films was studied by absorption and
luminescence spectroscopy. Blue-light photo-excitation caused an absorption, fluorescence,
and phosphorescence decrease which recovered in the dark. The photo-reduction
dark-oxidation cycle could be repeated. The efficiency of photo-reduction decreased with
exposed excitation energy, and the speed of re-oxidation in the dark slowed down with
time after excitation. The absorption did not fully recover. The fluorescence efficiency
after a long time of storage in the dark increased beyond the initial flavin quinone
fluorescence efficiency. Flavin photo-excitation is thought to cause starch-flavin
restructuring (static fluorescence quenching center formation), enabling enhanced
photo-induced starch to flavin electron transfer with subsequent flavin reduction and starch
oxidation. In the dark, after light switch-off, thermal reversion of flavin reduction and
starch oxidation occurred.
Keywords: riboflavin; lumiflavin; starch; oxystarch; flavin photo-reduction cycle; starch
photo-oxidation cycle; static fluorescence quenching; photo-induced starch restructuring;
phosphorescence; delayed fluorescence
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1. Introduction
Riboflavin (vitamin B2, lactoflavin, 7,8-dimethyl-10-ribityl-isoalloxazine, structural formula in
Chart 1) and lumiflavin (7,8,10-trimethyl-isoalloxazine, structural formula in Chart 1) belong to the
huge family of flavins [1–4]. Riboflavin plays an important role as cofactor in enzymes [1]. Lumiflavin
is the core molecule of the flavins (isoalloxazines). It is the dominant photoproduct of riboflavin, flavin
mononucleotide (FMN, riboflavin-5′-monophosphate) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD,
riboflavin-5′-adenosine-diphosphate) in alkaline solution (pH > 9) [2].
Chart 1. Structural formulae of riboflavin (RF), lumiflavin (LF), and anhydrous glucose
repeat unit of starch (α-amylose).
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The photochemistry of riboflavin in different solvents is very rich with different irreversible and
reversible degradation products ([2–7] and references therein). Intra-molecular hydrogen abstraction
from the ribityl-side chain was found to play a dominant role in the isoalloxazine core reduction [5].
The photochemistry of lumiflavin and lumiflavin derivatives was studied in [8–10]. The one-electron
and two-electron reduction modes of the flavin chromophore were clarified by flash photolysis studies
on 3-methyllumiflavin and lumiflavin-3-acetic acid in aqueous solution [11].
FMN and FAD are the chromophores (cofactors) in blue-light sensitive photoreceptors [12–14]:
FMN in LOV domains of phototropin [15], FAD and FMN in BLUF proteins [16], FAD in
cryptochromes and photolyases [17]. The flavins exist in three redox states which are the flavin
quinones (fully oxidized flavin) Fl, the flavin semiquinones (semi-reduced flavin) FlH., and the flavin
hydroquinones (fully reduced flavin) FlH2 [1–4]. The nature of the host determines the flavin redox
state. Depending on the pH of aqueous solutions each of theses flavin redox species may exist in
cationic, neutral, or anionic form [1–4]. In LOV domains of phototropins, FMN in oxidized neutral
form is the cofactor, and the photocycle dynamics is determined by the reversible photo-induced
formation of FMN-C4a-cysteinyl adduct [15,18]. In BLUF proteins, photo-induced electron transfer
from tyrosine to neutral oxidized FAD or FMN leads to radical anion (FAD·− or FMN·−) formation
(flavin quinone radical anion) which causes reversible hydrogen-bond restructuring and possible
reduction (proton transfer) to FADH. or FMNH. (flavin semiquinone) and further reduction by electron
transfer to FADH− or FMNH− (anionic flavin hydroquinone) [19,20]. In cryptochromes, photocyclic
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reduction of neutral oxidized FAD was observed (first step is FAD.− radical anion formation by
photo-induced electron transfer) [21–26]. In photolyases, fully reduced anionic FADH− is
photo-oxidized to neutral flavin semiquinone FADH. by electron release in the photo-induced DNA
repair mechanism [17].
In a recent study on the luminescence (fluorescence, phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence) of
riboflavin and lumiflavin starch films as hosts had been used (flavins in solid matrix, structural
formula of anhydrous glucose starch repeat unit is shown in Chart 1) in order to be able to carry out the
measurements with a conventional fluorimeter at room temperature [27]. A fluorescence decrease had
been observed during the measurements indicating low fluorescence stability of the samples to light
exposure. This observation initiated the light dependence investigations on riboflavin and lumiflavin
presented in this paper.
We observed photocyclic behavior of riboflavin (RF) and lumiflavin (LF) in starch host. Neutral
fully oxidized RF and LF were reversibly photo-reduced to RFH2 and LFH2, respectively. It is thought
that thereby starch is reversibly oxidized to oxystarch [28–31]. The absorption and luminescence
showed photocyclic behavior since flavin quinone, flavin semiquinone and flavin hydroquinone have
different absorption spectra, and flavin semiquinone as well as flavin hydroquinone are non-luminescent.
Static quenching [32–35] of the flavin quinone fluorescence occurred (reduction of quantum yield
without change of lifetime) by photo-induced electron transfer from starch to appropriate arranged
flavin molecules. The photo-excitation caused starch-flavin restructuring towards enhanced static
fluorescence quenching. After photo-excitation, in the dark at room temperature re-oxidation of flavin
hydroquinone to flavin quinone occurred and static fluorescence quenching decreased. The photo-induced
flavin reduction and dark re-oxidation was repeatable (photocycle behavior). The photocyclic behavior
of flavin implies a starch oxidation (oxystarch formation [28–31]) during light exposure and back
reduction in the dark.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Absorption Photocycling
For RF in a starch film the absorption changes due to light exposure at 455 nm (top part, previously
unexposed sample) and the absorption behavior after light switch-off in the dark (bottom part) are
shown in Figure 1. The excitation intensity was varied with filters, and after certain times of exposure
the transmission spectra were measured. The accumulated exposed energy densities, wexp, and the
corresponding accumulated times of exposure, texp, are listed in the top part of Figure 1. The RF
absorption around 450 nm (first absorption band of fully oxidized RF) and around 371 nm (second
absorption band of fully oxidized RF) decreased with exposed excitation energy density (with time of
light exposure). A weak absorption band in the range from 515 nm to 660 nm built up which is
attributed to the formation of semi-reduced riboflavin RFH.. The increasing absorption around 310 nm
and 260 nm with isobestic points at 337.5 nm, 292 nm, 265 nm, and 237 nm is attributed to the
formation of fully reduced riboflavin RFH2. Absorption cross-section spectra of flavins in fully
oxidized form [36–38], semi-reduced form [39–41], and fully reduced form [42,43] are found in the
cited literature. Re-oxidation of RFH· and RFH2 to RF in the dark is clearly seen in the lower part of
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Figure 1. The re-oxidation is not complete (some permanent reduction occurred). The absorption
spectrum of the re-oxidized RF is not fully identical with the initial unexposed RF. The first three
absorption maxima changed from 450 nm, 371 nm, and 271 nm to 449 nm, 369 nm, and 268 nm,
respectively. The differences indicate local interaction changes between riboflavin and starch in the
initial unexposed form and the recovered form.
Figure 1. Absorbance spectra of riboflavin in starch film. The development of absorbance
spectra during light exposure at wavelength λexp = 455 nm is shown in the top part. The
bottom part shows absorbance spectra recovery after excitation light switch-off.

For LF in a starch film, the absorption changes due to light exposure at 455 nm (previously
unexposed sample) and the absorption behavior after light switch-off in the dark are shown in Figure 2.
The photo-reduction of LF to LFH2 is seen in the top part. The accumulated exposed energy densities,
wexp, and the corresponding accumulated times of exposure, texp, are listed in the figure. The formation
of semi-reduced lumiflavin could not be resolved (likely due to faster reduction of LFH· to LFH2). The
re-oxidation of LFH2 to LF in the dark is seen in the lower part of Figure 2. The initial absorption
spectrum of LF is not fully restored in the re-oxidation process. The positions of the first three
absorption maxima of LF changed from 449 nm, 358 nm, and 271 nm to 448 nm, 366 nm and 270 nm
due to local interaction changes between lumiflavin and starch in the photo-excitation process.
In the top part of Figure 3 the dependence of absorbance at λ = 450 nm as a function of exposed
energy density at λexp = 455 nm is shown for RF in starch (solid line connected circles, fresh
previously unexposed sample) and LF in starch (dashed line connected triangles, fresh previously
unexposed sample). Absorbance ratios A(λ = 450 nm, wexp)/A(λ = 450 nm, wexp = 0) are displayed. The
data for RF in starch belong to another film than used in Figure 1 (film exposed in more steps up to
higher total exposed energy density, initial absorbance A(λ = 450 nm, 0) = 0.0692). The data for LF in
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starch belong to the curves presented in Figure 2. The horizontal line at the right hand side indicates
the expected final absorbance ratio for the case of complete reduction of RF and LF to RFH2 and
LFH2, respectively. The efficiency of photo-reduction was largest at the beginning of sample exposure
and leveled off with continued exposure (see logarithmic abscissa).
Figure 2. Absorbance spectra of lumiflavin in starch film. The development of the
absorbance spectra during light exposure at λexp = 455 nm is shown in the top part. The
bottom part shows the absorbance spectra recovery after excitation light switch-off.

The dotted-line connected dots in the top part of Figure 3 belong to a second photo-excitation of RF
in starch. The sample was re-exposed after recovering in the dark for a period of 4 month. At the start
of second exposure the absorbance had been recovered to about 70% of its original unexposed value.
The absorbance ratio at the end of second exposure (wexp = 7 J·cm−2) was approximately the same as at
the end of the first exposure. The dash-dotted line connected filled triangles belong to a second
photo-excitation of LF in starch. The sample was re-exposed after recovering in the dark for a period
of 5 month and 20 days. At the start of second exposure the absorbance had been recovered to about
87% of its original unexposed value. The absorbance ratio at the end of second exposure
(wexp = 5.2 J·cm−2) was slightly higher than at the end of the first exposure. In the second excitation process
of LF in starch some lumiflavin semiquinone formation was observed (long-wavelength absorption).
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Figure 3. Top part: Dependence of normalized absorbance at λ = 450 nm versus exposed
excitation energy density, wexp, at λexp = 455 nm. Bottom part: Mole-fraction of retained
flavin in fully oxidized state, χFl, versus exposed excitation energy density. Inset in bottom
part: Exposed energy density dependent quantum yield of photo-reduction,
, of Fl to
FlH2.

The lower part of Figure 3 displays the mole-fraction of still oxidized flavin during the first excitation
cycle, χ Fl (wexp ) = Ν Fl ( wexp ) / Ν Fl (0) = ∫0l N Fl ( wexp , x)dx / ∫0l N Fl (0, x)dx , where NFl is the length-integrated
number density of oxidized flavin, NFl(x) is the number density of oxidized flavin at coordinate x, and
ℓ is the film thickness. χFl is related to the absorbance ratio, A( wexp ) / A(0) , by
A( wexp , λ)
χ Fl ( wexp ) =

A(0, λ)
1−

Equation (1) is obtained from the relations,

−

σ a , FlH 2 (λ)
σ a , Fl (λ)

(1)

σ a , FlH 2 (λ)
σ a , Fl (λ)

A ( w exp ) = { χ Fl ( w exp )σ a , Fl + [1 − χ Fl ( w exp )]σ a , FlH 2 }Ν Fl ( 0 ) / ln(10 ) ,

and A(0) = σ a , Fl Ν Fl (0) / ln(10) . χ FlH = 1 − χ Fl is the mole-fraction of fully reduced flavin. λ is the probe
wavelength. In the calculations σa,Fl(λ = 450 nm) ≈ 4.7 × 10−17 cm2 [36], and σ a ,FlH (λ = 450 nm) ≈
2

2

−18

2

4.18 × 10 cm [43] was used. The retained mole-fraction of flavin quinone at the end of exposure
(wexp ≈ 8 J cm−2) was χRF,end ≈ 0.135 and χLF,end ≈ 0.096.
The momentary exposed energy density dependent quantum efficiency of photo-reduction,
,
may be determined by use of the relation [43],
φ red =

ΔΝ Fl
Δn ph ,abs

(2a)
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where ΔNFl is the length-integrated number density of oxidized flavin which got reduced due to the
number density of absorbed photons Δnph,abs.
ΔNFl is given by
ΔΝ Fl = Δ χ Fl Ν Fl ( 0 ) = [ χ Fl ( w exp, 1 ) − χ Fl ( w exp, 2 )] Ν Fl ( 0 )

(2b)

where Ν Fl (0) is the initial length-integrated number density of oxidized flavin. It may be expressed in
terms of initial absorbance, A(0,λ), and flavin quinone absorption cross-section, σa,Fl(λ), at wavelength
λ as
Ν Fl (0) =

A(0, λ ) ln(10)
σ a , Fl (λ )

(2c)

l
(Note that A = − log(T ) = σ a ∫0 N ( x)dx / ln(10) ).

Δnph,abs is given by
Δn ph ,abs =

Δwexp
hν exp

(1 − Texp ) ≈

wexp, 2 − wexp,1 ⎛ 10 − A1 ( λexp ) + 10 − A2 ( λexp )
⎜1 −
⎜
hν exp
2
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

(2d)

A1(λexp) and A2(λexp) are the absorbance values belonging to the exposed energy densities wexp,1 and
wexp,2, respectively.
is the excitation photon energy (h Planck constant,
/
excitation frequency, c0 vacuum light velocity). Texp ≈ [T ( wexp, 1 + T ( wexp, 2 )] / 2 is the mean transmission at
the excitation wavelength λexp in the excitation energy density interval of wexp,1 to wexp,2. Using
adjacent data points of wexp, χFl, and A, the
curves were determined for RF and LF which
are displayed in the inset of the lower part of Figure 3. The initial quantum yields of photo-reduction
were
(RF/starch, wexp→0) = 0.2 ± 0.03 and
(LF/starch, wexp→0) = 0.12 ± 0.03. At the end of
exposure the quantum yield of photo-reduction lowered to
≈ 10−4 for both samples (less and less
favorable sites for flavin reduction and starch oxidation, part of Δnph,abs belongs to FlH2 absorption).
The absorbance recovery of flavin in starch after light exposure is manifested in Figure 4. In the top
part of Figure 4, the circles belonging to RF in starch and the triangles belonging to LF in starch show
the absorbance recovery in the dark after the first light exposure. The corresponding points in the
bottom part of Figure 4 show the mole-fractions of oxidized RF and oxidized LF. The absorbance
(mole-fraction) of RF in starch recovered back to ≈70% (67%) of the initial unexposed value. In the
case of LF in starch the back recovery reached ≈86% (85%) of the initial unexposed value.
The absorption recovery and the flavin re-oxidation fit reasonably well to bi-exponential functions
according to
a(λ , t rec ) =

χ Fl (t rec ) =

A(λ , t rec )
= a(λ ,0) + [1 − a(λ ,0)]{κ a, f [1 − exp(−t rec / τ rec, f )] + κ a, s [1 − exp(−t rec / τ rec, s )]}
Aini (λ )

(3a)

Ν Fl (t rec )
= χ Fl (0) + [1 − χ Fl (0)]{κ χ , f [1 − exp(−t rec / τ rec, f )] + κ χ , s [1 − exp(−t rec / τ rec, s )]}
Ν ini

(3b)

as is seen by the solid and dashed curves in Figure 4. a (λ,0) = A(λ, t = 0) / Aini (λ ) is the absorbance ratio
at wavelength λ and time trec = 0 after end of exposure. χFl(0) is the mole-fraction of retained oxidized
flavin at end of exposure. τrec,f is the time constant of fast absorption recovery, and τrec,s is the time
constant of slow absorption recovery. The coefficients of fast recovery, κa,f and κχ,f, and the
coefficients of slow recovery, κa,s and κχ,s, are related by Equation (1). The fraction of photo-reduced
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. The obtained parameters for RF

in starch are χRF(0) = 0.135, κχ,f(RF) = 0.077, τrec,f(RF) = 3.3 h, κχ,s(RF) = 0.50, τrec,s(RF) = 229 h, and
κχ,per(RF) = 0.423. The obtained parameters for LF in starch are χLF(0) = 0.096, κχ,f(LF)= 0.11, τrec,f(LF)
= 2.85 h, κχ,s(LF) = 0.72, τrec,s(LF) = 325 h, and κχ,per(LF) = 0.17.
Figure 4. Top part: Dependence of normalized absorbance, a = A/Aini, at λ = 450 nm versus
time trec after end of exposure. Bottom part: Mole-fraction of flavin in fully oxidized state,
χFl, versus time after end of first exposure.

The absorbance recovery of RF in starch after the second cycle of light exposure is shown by the
dotted-line connected dots in the top part of Figure 4. The fast absorbance recovery component is more
pronounced than after the first excitation, and the final absorbance is lower than reached in the first
recovery. The same behavior was found for LF in starch as is shown by the dash-dotted line connected
filled triangles in the top part of Figure 4. The second last filled triangle, and the second last dot were
measured at relatively high relative humidity of φrh ≈ 0.66 (for preceding few days the ambient relative
humidity varied between 50% and 69%). The last filled triangle and the last dot were measured after
storing the samples for four days in a desiccator (φrh < 0.1) and relative humidity during measurement
of φrh ≈ 0.45.
2.2. Fluorescence Photocycling
2.2.1. Fluorescence Spectra and Fluorescence Quantum Yields
The evolution of spectrally corrected fluorescence spectra of previously unexposed RF and LF in
starch due to light exposure and dark recovery is shown in Figure 5 (light exposure at λexp = 455 nm,
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excitation wavelength for fluorescence detection λF,exc = 450 nm). The left figures belong to RF in
starch and the right figures belong to LF in starch. The top parts show the light exposure situation, and
the bottom parts show the situation of fluorescence recovery in the dark. The depicted fluorescence
spectra are normalized to the initial fluorescence signal height at the wavelength of maximum
fluorescence emission, i.e., SF(λ)/SF,ini(λF,max) is displayed (λF,max(RF) = 523 nm, λF,max(LF)= 525 nm).
The shape of the fluorescence spectra is approximately independent of exposed light energy density
and time of recovery. The fluorescence signal height decreased with light exposure starting already at
very low light exposure. The fluorescence emission recovered after light exposure even beyond the
original fluorescence signal height (see below).
Figure 5. Fluorescence spectra of RF in starch (left part) and LF in starch (right part)
belonging different exposed energy densities at λexc = 455 nm (top part) and different times
of recovery after light switch-off.

The dependence of the fluorescence efficiency on the exposed light energy density is shown in
Figure 6. The solid line connected circles belong to RF in starch film, and the dashed line connected
triangles belong to LF in starch film of the first excitation cycle. The top part of Figure 6 shows the
decrease of the total (spectral integrated) fluorescence signal, Σ F = ∫ S F ( λ ) d λ , with exposed energy
density wexp. The curves are normalized to the total initial fluorescence signal, Σ F ,ini = ∫ S F ,ini (λ ) dλ ,
(unexposed samples). Comparing the total fluorescence signal decrease with the absorbance decrease
shown in Figure 3 one sees that the fluorescence emission decreased already at low exposed energy
densities (wexp < 10−3 J·cm−2) where the absorbance decrease was still negligible. For higher exposed
energy densities (wexp > 10−3 J·cm−2) the total fluorescence signal decreased in accordance with the
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reduction of flavin quinone to flavin hydroquinone (see Figure 3). It should be noticed that flavin
semiquinone and flavin hydroquinone are non-fluorescent [2,39].
Figure 6. Top part: Dependence of normalized fluorescence emission of RF and LF in
starch versus exposed energy density, wexp. Bottom part: Component specific fluorescence
quantum yield, , , (left ordinate) and fraction of normal emitting flavin quinone, χn,
(right ordinate) wexp. Inset in top part: Quantum yield of photo-induced fluorescence
quenching center formation,
, versus wexp for first excitation cycle. Inset in bottom part:
Flavin quinone specific fluorescence quantum yield,
, versus corresponding
,
absorbance, A, for first excitation cycle.

In the lower part of Figure 6 the component specific fluorescence quantum yield, , , [44] of
riboflavin quinone and lumiflavin quinone in starch film versus exposed energy density (first
excitation cycle) is plotted. The curves were obtained by normalizing the total fluorescence signals of
the top part of Figure 6 to the absorbed fluorescence excitation light by flavin quinone and adjusting to
the fluorescence quantum yield before light exposure. The fluorescence quantum yields before light
exposure have been determined recently [27]. Their values are
(RF/starch) = 0.37 and
,
(LF/starch) = 0.36. The decrease of fluorescence quantum yield with light exposure indicates
,
increased fluorescence quenching of flavin quinone in the course of exposure (photo-induced
quenching center formation by starch—flavin restructuring). At the end of exposure the total
fluorescence signal was stronger decreased than the absorbance or the fraction of retaining flavin
quinone because the flavin quinone specific fluorescence quantum yield decreased with wexp.
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The quantum efficiency,
−2

, of flavin-starch quenching center formation at low exposed energy

−2

density (wexp < 10 J·cm ) may be estimated from the decrease of fluorescence efficiency with
absorbed excitation light. It is
ΔΝ qc
φqc =
(4)
Δn ph,abs
where

ΔΝ qc

is the length-integrated number density increment of formed quenching centers, and

Δnph,abs is the corresponding number density of absorbed photons. At wexp,
the amount of Fl component specific fluorescence quantum yield decrease Δ
ΔΝ qc ( wexp ) =

Δφ F , Fl ( wexp )
φ F , Fl ,0

Ν Fl ( wexp ) =

Δφ F , Fl ( wexp )
φ F , Fl ,0

Ν Fl (0)χ Fl ( wexp ) =

ΔΝ qc
,

may be expressed by
according to

Δφ F , Fl ( wexp ) A(0, λ) ln(10)
χ Fl ( wexp )
φ F , Fl ,0
σ a, Fl (λ)

(5)

The corresponding number density of absorbed photons at wexp is

Δn ph,abs ( wexp ) =
The calculated curves of

Δwexp
hν exp

[1 − T (λ

exp

]

, wexp ) ≈

Δwexp
hν exp

A(λ exp , wexp ) ln(10)

(6)

versus wexp for RF and LF in starch are shown in the inset of the upper

part of Figure 6. The quantum efficiency of flavin-starch quenching-center formation starts from
≈ 10 at low exposed energy density (wexp ≤ 10−5 J cm−2) and decreases to
≈ 0.01 at wexp ≈ 0.01 J
cm−2. This result shows that initially one flavin molecule excitation caused a starch—flavin structure
optimization (starch restructuring) which changed about 10 normal fluorescing flavin molecules, Fln,
in inert starch environment to non-fluorescent flavin molecules, Flqc, in fluorescence quenching active
starch environment (flavin–glucose quenching center formation). The total number density of flavin
quinones is N Fl = N Fln + N Flqc . The quantum efficiency of flavin-starch quenching center formation
decreased with increasing exposed energy density showing that the starch polymer rearrangement was
getting more and more difficult. For wexp > 10−2 J·cm−2 N qc ( wexp ) / N Fl ( wexp ) became rather constant
and even decreased over a certain energy density range for RF in starch where , increased with
wexp. The oxidized flavin specific fluorescence quantum yield , versus sample absorbance A(450
nm) is shown in the inset of the bottom part of Figure 6 for RF in starch (circles) and for LF in starch
(triangles). The absorbance data belong to Figure 3. The decrease of fluorescence quantum yield
without change of absorbance at the right side (beginning of light exposure) is clearly seen.
The dotted line connected dots in the top part of Figure 6 show the fluorescence behavior of RF in
starch recovered in the dark at room temperature over a period of 4 month and re-exposed in a second
cycle. The dash-dotted line connected filled triangles in the top part of Figure 6 show the fluorescence
behavior of LF in starch recovered in the dark at room temperature over a period of 5 month and 20
days. For both RF and LF in starch the fluorescence quenching behavior was similar in the second
excitation process as in the first excitation process.
The fluorescence recovery of RF and LF in starch film after light switch-off in the dark is shown in
Figure 7. Circles and triangles belong to RF and LF after the first excitation process, respectively.
In the top part the recovery of the total (spectral integrated) fluorescence signal (normalized to the
initial total fluorescence signal), ∑F/∑F,ini, is depicted. The fluorescence recovery fits reasonably well
to bi-exponential functions (solid curve for RF, dashed curve for LF) with the same recovery times,
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τrec,f and τrec,s, as found for the absorbance recovery (Equation (3)). The total fluorescence signal of RF
in starch recovered to approximately 1.05 times the initial fluorescence signal while the RF molecules
re-oxidized only to a final fraction value of χRF,∞ ≈ 0.67. The total fluorescence signal of LF in starch
recovered to approximately 1.45 times the initial fluorescence signal while the LF molecules
re-oxidized to a final fraction value of χLF,∞ ≈ 0.85. This behavior indicates that the fluorescence quantum
yield of the re-oxidized flavin is higher than the fluorescence quantum yield of the initial flavin.
Figure 7. Top part: Dependence of normalized fluorescence emission versus time after end
of exposure. Bottom part: Component specific fluorescence quantum yield of flavin
quinone (left ordinate), and fraction of normal fluorescing flavin quinone (right ordinate)
versus time after end of exposure.

The fluorescence recovery of RF in starch after a second cycle of light exposure is shown by the
dotted-line connected dots in the top part of Figure 7. The situation of fluorescence recovery of LF in
starch after second cycle of exposure is shown by the dash-dotted line connected filled triangles in the
top part of Figure 7. In both cases the initial fast recovery after second light switch-off is more
pronounced than after the first excitation. For RF in starch the final fluorescence recovery after the
second excitation is lower than after the first excitation as is the absorbance recovery (dots in Figure 4).
For LF in starch the final fluorescence recovery after the second exposure is about the same as after the
first excitation. The second last filled triangle and the second last dot were measured at relatively high
relative humidity of φrh ≈ 0.66 whereby the humidity in the laboratory was in the range between 50%
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and 69% for a few days. The last filled triangle and the last dot were measured after storing the
samples for four days in a desiccator (φrh < 0.1) before measuring (relative humidity in laboratory
during measurement was φrh ≈ 0.45).
The dependence of the component specific fluorescence quantum yield, , , of flavin quinone on
the dark time after first light exposure is depicted in the lower part of Figure 7. For both, RF and LF in
starch, the fluorescence quantum yield at the end of light exposure was , (0) ≈ 0.21, and it
increased to , (∞) ≈ 0.60. The initial fluorescence quantum yields were
= 0.37 and
, ,
= 0.36 [27]. The increase of fluorescence quantum yield after recovery beyond the initial
, ,
values indicates that already before light exposure flavin—starch quenching centers were present
which lowered the initial light emission. Obviously, the thermal sample recovery in the dark period did
not create remarkably flavin-starch quenching centers along with the flavin re-oxidation. Assuming
that no flavin-starch quenching centers were left after saturating light exposure and complete recovery,
the fraction of initially present flavin-starch quenching centers is estimated to be
,
/ , ,
giving χqc,ini(RF) ≈ 0.38 and χqc,ini(LF) ≈ 0.4. The fraction
, ,
, ,
of flavin-starch quenching centers at the end of first light exposure is similarly estimated to be
/ , ,
giving χqc,end ≈ 0.65 for both RF quinone and
,
, ,
, ,
LF quinone ( , ,
≈ 0.21 in both cases).
The fraction of normal emitting flavin quinone molecules is
1
.
, /
, ,
The curves in the lower part of Figure 6 with the right ordinate give the dependence of χn versus
exposed energy density. The curves in the lower part of Figure 7 with the right ordinate give the
development of χn with recovery time after light switch-off.
2.2.2. Fluorescence Lifetimes
The fluorescence lifetimes of RF in starch film were measured before light exposure, during light
exposure, and after dark recovery (first excitation cycle) with a mode-locked laser system and a
micro-channel-plate photomultiplier (MCP) oscilloscope system (time resolution tres ≈ 500 ps). The
fluorescence signals fitted well to a single exponential decay. The fluorescence lifetime did not change
with exposed light energy density and did not change during dark recovery. The measured 1/e-lifetime
was τF,RF = 4.32 ± 0.03 ns. For LF in starch the fluorescence lifetime was measured before light
exposure and after dark recovery (first excitation cycle). In both cases the same fluorescence lifetime
of τF,LF = 4.57 ± 0.07 ns was measured.
Additionally, the time-resolved fluorescence of LF in starch film was measured before light
exposure and after dark recovery with the mode-locked laser system and an ultrafast streak-camera
(time resolution tres ≈ 10 ps). For the unexposed sample the rise of the fluorescence signal was steeper
than for the sample after complete dark recovery (4 month of dark recovery). This finding indicates the
presence of an unresolved fast decaying fluorescence component for the unexposed sample. A
convolution analysis [36] using S F (t ) = ∫ g (t ′) S F , δ (t − t ′) d t ′ with Gaussian response function
gave a single exponential fluorescence decay for the dark recovered sample
according to S F ,δ (t ) = S F ,0θ (t ) exp( −t / τ F , n ) where τF,n is the fluorescence lifetime determined by the
2
g (t ) = π − 1 / 2 exp( − t 2 / t res
)

MCP measurements (τF,n = τF = 4.57 ns). θ(t) is the Heaviside step-function (θ(t)= 0 for t < 0 and θ(t) =
1 for for t ≥ 0). For the unexposed LF sample the measured traces fitted well to bi-exponential
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fluorescence decay according to
τF,n = 4.57 ns, χ qc

= 1− χn

S F , δ (t ) = S F , 0θ (t )[ χ n exp( − t / τ F , n ) + χ qc exp( − t / τ F , qc )]

with χn = 0.6,

= 0.4, and τF,qc = 1.5 ± 0.5 ps.

The experimental situation of fluorescence quantum yield decrease and constant fluorescence
lifetime with exposed energy density at moderate time resolution is typical for static fluorescence
quenching with increasing quenching complex concentration χqc where the short fluorescence lifetime
τF,qc of the emitter-quencher-complexes cannot be resolved [32–35]. The streak-camera traces
convolution analysis revealed a fluorescence lifetime of the flavin-starch quenching centers of
τF,qc = 1.5 ± 0.5 ps.
The static fluorescence quenching observed here has some similarity with static fluorescence of
FAD in neutral aqueous solution (see [2,37,45,46] and references therein) where for part of the FAD
molecules the isoalloxazine moiety and the adenine moiety are un-stacked (normal fluorescing) and for
the other part of the FAD molecules the isoalloxazine moiety and the adenine moiety are stacked (very
weakly fluorescent due to efficient electron transfer between isoalloxaine and adenine and subsequent
charge recombination).
2.3. Delayed Luminescence Studies
In the photo-reduction studies on RF and LF in starch films also the delayed luminescence DL
(phosphorescence P and delayed fluorescence DF) behavior was investigated. Delayed luminescence
spectra and signal decay traces were measured. RF in starch and LF in starch behaved similar. Below
in Figures 8–10 only results are shown for RF in starch obtained for the first excitation—recovery
cycle. The delayed luminescence behavior of the samples before light exposure was reported in [27].
In Figure 8 spectrally corrected delayed luminescence spectra are shown for RF in starch (same
sample as used for Figure 1, fluorimeter gate opening 200 μs after sample excitation with 2 μs pulses,
gate width 5 ms). The top part shows spectra belonging to light exposure at λexp = 455 nm with
different exposed energy densities, and the bottom part shows spectra belonging to different times of
recovery in the dark. The spectra are normalized to the initial luminescence signal at 650 nm, i.e.,
SDL(λ)/SDL,ini(650 nm) is presented. The emission band peaking around 650 nm belongs to
phosphorescence, and the emission band peaking around 530 nm belongs to delayed fluorescence (for
details see [27]). The spectral shapes retain approximately unchanged during light exposure and during
recovery in the dark. The luminescence signal heights decreased with light exposure and increased
after light switch-off in the dark. The curve belonging to for trec = 2655 h was measured at φrh = 0.66
after a few days of high humidity in the range of 50% to 69% in the laboratory. The strong reduction of
delayed luminescence at high relative humidity is clearly seen. Above ϕrh = 50% the starch films begin
to become slightly permeable to oxygen [47] and the water vapor permeability increases [48] with
softening of the films. The phosphorescence is thought to be decreased because of flavin triplet
deactivation by adjacent molecular oxygen according to [49,50] 3 Fl*n +3 O 2 →1 Fln +1 O*2 . The curve
belonging to trec = 2740 h was measured at φrh = 0.45 after storing the sample for four days in a
desiccator (φrh < 0.1). The delayed luminescence spectrum recovered nearly to the initial spectrum.
The delayed fluorescence peak became similar high as the phosphorescence peak (some enhancement
of delayed fluorescence).
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Figure 8. Delayed luminescence spectra of riboflavin in starch film (first excitation cycle).
Top part: Dependence on exposed light energy density at λexp = 455 nm. Bottom part:
Dependence on storage time in the dark after light exposure. Curve belonging to
trec = 2655 h: sample was measured at φrh ≈ 0.66 after a few humid days ( ϕrh varied
between 0.50 and 0.69). Curve belonging to trec = 2744 h: sample was measured after
4 days stored in a desiccator.

The development of the delayed luminescence at λpr = 530 nm (dominant delayed fluorescence, line
connected circles) and at λpr = 645 nm (dominant phosphorescence, dashed line connected triangles)
versus exposed energy density at λexp = 455 nm and versus recovery time in the dark is shown in
Figure 9 for RF in starch film (data taken from Figure 8). The curves are normalized to the initial
delayed luminescence signal heights at the same probe wavelengths. For comparison the normalized
absorbance dependence A(450 nm)/Aini(450 nm) on exposed energy density and on time after exposure
is included (dotted line connected diamonds). The delayed luminescence signal followed the exposure
dependence and the recovery dependence of the fluorescence signal. For the second last data points in
the bottom part of Figure 9 the luminescence signal was small because of the high relative humidity
situation. After storing the sample in a desiccator (last data points in the bottom part of Figure 9) the
delayed luminescence signal approached the initial delayed luminescence signal while the absorbance
recovered only to about 65%. The final low-humidity flavin quinone specific delayed luminescence
quantum yield,
, , reached higher values than the initial unexposed sample. This behavior is the
same as was found for the fluorescence. Both the fluorescence and the low-humidity delayed
luminescence efficiency is proportional to the mole fraction of normal fluorescing flavin quinone χn.
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Figure 9. Dependence of normalized delayed fluorescence (SDF/SDF,ini) at λpr = 530 nm,
phosphorescence (SP/SP,ini) at 645 nm, and absorbance (A/Aini) at 450 nm of riboflavin in
starch versus exposed energy density at 455 nm (top part) and versus recovery time after
end of exposure (bottom part).

In Figure 10 the time-resolved luminescence signal decay for RF in starch before light exposure and
for certain times after first exposure is shown (same sample used as for Figures 1, 8 and 9). The curves
are determined by the mole-fraction χn of normal fluorescing flavin quinone and the dissolved
molecular oxygen dependent delayed luminescence lifetime shortening. The curve measured at
trec = 2655 h under high relative humidity conditions shows a strong phosphorescence lifetime
shortening. For the other curves the temporal decay curves have a similar shape. The curve measured
at trec = 2740 h under low relative humidity conditions gave slightly higher luminescence signal than
the initial unexposed sample.
The data analysis of unexposed RF and LF in starch films was carried out in [27] assuming the
presence of only normal fluorescing flavins Fln. The presence of flavins Flqc in quenching centers
changes the radiative S1-state lifetime (Equation (2) in [27]) to τ rad , S = τ F , n / φ F , n ( , ≈ 0.60). The
1

inclusion of the static fluorescence quenching causes the correction of a few parameters for RF in
starch and LF in starch to: τ rad , S (RF) = 7.2 ns, σa , S − S (RF) = 1.34 × 10−17 cm2,
1

−17

0

2

1

σa,max(RF) = 7.2 × 10 cm , τF(LF) = 4.57 ns (new measurement because of some degradation of
previous sample), τ rad , S (LF) = 7.6 ns, σa , S − S (LF) = 1.28 × 10−17 cm2, σa,max(LF) = 6.85 × 10−17 cm2,
1

7 −1

0

1

(LF) = 0.38, kISC(LF) = 8.32 × 10 s , and

kT1 , S1 (LF)

= 1.13 s−1.
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Figure 10. Delayed luminescence signal decay of RF in starch before and after first sample
exposure (parameters of Figures 1, 8 and 9 apply).

2.4. Discussion of Reduction—Oxidation Photocycle Dynamics
The flavin behavior in starch may be described by a two-component system consisting of normal
fluorescing flavins Fln and flavins Flqc forming flavin-glucose fluorescence quenching centers. The
proposed photocyclic dynamics and inter-conversion of Fln and Flqc is illustrated in Figure 11.
The formation of flavin-starch fluorescence quenching centers Flqc by photo-excitation of normal
fluorescing flavin quinone Fln is illustrated in the top part of Figure 11. Photo-excitation of Fln leads to
radiative relaxation, internal conversion, intersystem-crossing, back-intersystem-crossing (delayed
fluorescence), radiative triplet-singlet relaxation (phosphorescence), and non-radiative triplet relaxation
to the singlet ground-state. The energy released by non-radiative decay and excited-state charge
distribution differences compared to the ground-state are thought to cause starch re-conformation to
flavin-glucose fluorescence quenching center formation (Flqc) on the time range of phosphorescence
decay (10 ms time scale). It should be noted that in the prepared flavin doped starch samples there
were already fluorescence quenching centers present before light exposure.
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Figure 11. Top part: Scheme of normal flavin (Fln) excitation leading to flavin-starch
quenching center formation (Flqc) due to starch restructuring. Bottom part: Flqc excitation
causing flavin semiquinone FlH· formation by electron and proton transfer; photo-excitation
of FlH. causing flavin hydroquinone FlH2 formation by electron and proton transfer; and
thermal FlH2 re-oxidation with starch restructuring to normal fluorescing flavin quinone Fln.

.
.
.

.

The photo-excitation dynamics of Flqc is illustrated in the lower part of Figure 11.
The photo-excitation of Flqc is thought to cause a reductive electron transfer [35,51] from properly
arranged glucose G(OH)2 to flavin Fl according to
−

hν
e
Fl + G(OH) 2 ⎯⎯→
Fl * + G(OH) 2 ⎯⎯→
Fl•− + G(OH) 2

•+

(R1)

whereby flavin quinone radical anion Fl·− and glucose radical cation G(OH)2·+ is formed. The electron
transfer quenches the fluorescence (time constant of electron transfer is τF,qc ≈ 1.5 ps). Fl.− dominantly
relaxes back to Flqc by charge recombination. Part of Fl.− converts to neutral flavin semiquinone FlH.
by proton transfer (quantum efficiency ≥
) according to
H+

FL• − + G(OH) 2 • + ⎯⎯→
⎯ FLH • + GO 2 H •

(R2)
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The incident light excites FlH. to FlH.* and causes subsequent electron transfer to flavin semiquinone
radical anion according to
e−

hν

FlH • + GO 2 H • ⎯⎯→ FlH • * + GO 2 H • ⎯⎯→ FlH • − + GO 2 H • +

(R3)

A second proton transfer from the single oxidized glucose radical cation to the flavin semiqinone
radical anion leads to flavin hydroquinone and oxy-glucose (oxystarch) according to
H+

FlH• − + GO2 H • + ⎯⎯→
⎯ FlH2 + GO2

(R4)

The total quantum efficiency of FlH2 formation is
. In the dark there occurs thermal flavin
hydroquinone re-oxidation to flavin quinone by oxystarch reduction to normal starch and a
starch restructuring.
The flavin reduction from Fl to FlH2 is visualized in Scheme 1. The corresponding partial starch
oxidation to oxystarch where glucose repeat units are oxidized to oxy-glucose repeat units is illustrated
in Scheme 2. Information on photochemical degradation of starch to oxystarch (di-aldehyde formation)
is found in [28–31].
Scheme 1. Reduction of fully oxidized flavin to fully reduced flavin via semi-reduced
flavin in two electron and proton transfer steps.
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Scheme 2. Oxidation of a glucose repeat unit of starch to a di-aldehyde glucose repeat unit
of oxystarch in two steps of electron and proton transfer.
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The starch oxidation to oxystarch during light exposure and the oxystarch reduction to starch after
light switch-off is concluded form the fact that the flavin reduction and subsequent re-oxidation is
repeatable. For LF in starch no photo-induced intra-molecular reduction is possible, the oxidation of
starch is necessary for the process to occur. Re-oxidation of LFH2 to LF might be caused by oxygen [52]
dissolved in starch and penetrating into starch, but without oxystarch back-reduction to starch a repetition
of cyclic photo-reduction and re-oxidation would not be possible. For RF in starch photo-induced
intra-molecular reduction is possible by hydrogen abstraction from the ribityl part [5]. This process is
thought to take place additionally to the starch oxidation since the quantum efficiency of photo-reduction
is higher for RF in starch than for LF in starch, and the RFH2 back re-oxidation in the dark is less
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complete than for LFH2 (no back reduction of the oxidized ribityl part is indicated). In the starch film
forming process by solution heating [27] the samples get partly degassed (oxygen solubility in solution
decreases with rising temperature). Starch films in dry air ( ϕrh < 50%) are air impermeable (see results
in [47,48] for free standing starch films of 20 μm thickness, our estimated film thickness is ≈ 36 μm).
Photo-excitation studies on lumiflavin doped polystyrene films which are air permeable [53,54] did not
show flavin photo-reduction (own unpublished results).
2.5. Comparison with Photocycling of Natural Flavin based Blue-Light Photoreceptors
The found artificial photocycle behavior of photo-induced reduction and dark re-oxidation of flavins
in starch films resembles the photocycle behavior of natural flavin-based blue-light photoreceptors.
In LOV domains of phototropin charge-transfer reactions between photo-excited singlet and triplet
states of FMN and the protein (cystein residue) are involved in the meta-stable FMN-C4a-cysteinyl
adduct formation [18,55]. The FMN-C4a-cysteinyl adduct recovers thermally back to FMN and
cystein residue typically on a minute timescale [12–15,18,55].
In BLUF proteins [14,16,19,56] and BLUF domain containing photo-activated enzymes [20,57,58]
photo-excitation of FAD or FMN causes tyrosine to flavin quinone electron transfer forming
FAD.− or FMN.− with protein-flavin hydrogen-bond reorganization during the sub-nanosecond Fl.−
charge-recombination lifetime giving the signaling state (light-adapted state) for effector domain
activation [14,19,20,57,59]. In light adapted BLUF domains flavin reduction to flavin semiquinone
FlH. and anionic flavin hydroquinone FlH− may take place with partial re-oxidation after light
switch-off [20,57,59]. In the dark a hydrogen-bond back arrangement to the original situation takes
place on a second to minute timescale [14,16,19,20,56–59].
In cryptochromes the primary receptor state—signaling state photocycle is given by photo-induced
Tyr or Trp electron transfer to FAD forming FAD·− which is stabilized over a time range of seconds by
positive charge separation along a Trp triade [17,24,25,60]. FAD.− may further reduce to FADH. and
FADH− [25,60,61]. The reduced FAD may partially re-oxidize in the dark on a minute to hour time
scale [25,61].
2.6. Comparison with Dye Reduction and Re-Oxidation by Agents
The photo-induced formation of reversible dye radicals in the triplet state by application of reducing
agents in aerobic liquid solutions was reported to be a frequently occurring phenomenon [62]. It was
observed in rhodamine, oxazine, thiazine, and cyanine dyes in the presence of reducing agents like
β-mercaptoethylamine or glutathione [62]. Photo-excitation caused dye reduction (radical formation)
in the triplet state, and the speed of re-oxidation in the dark was determined by the dissolved oxygen
content. The photo-induced formation of reversible dye radicals plays a crucial role in live-cell
super-resolution imaging fluorescence microscopy [62,63]. Flavin photo-reduction in liquid solutions
containing reducing agents and oxygen dependent re-oxidation was investigated in [6,7,43,64].
In the flavin doped solid starch films studied here, the starch host acts as reducing agent for
photo-excited flavin. The thereby generated oxystarch acts as oxidizing agent for reduced flavin in its
ground-state. In the case of riboflavin in starch hydrogen abstraction from the ribityl chain [5,43,65–68]
is thought to contribute to the isoalloxazine core reduction and is thought to be responsible for the
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incomplete re-oxidation in the dark. Dissolved oxygen is generally responsible for reduced flavin
re-oxidation [2–7]. Starch films at low relative humidity (φrh < 0.5) are impermeable to oxygen and the
retained oxygen in starch is immobile. Therefore flavin re-oxidation by oxygen in starch under dry
ambient conditions is thought to be of minor importance.
3. Experimental Section
Riboflavin (molar mass MRF = 376.36 g·mol−1), lumiflavin (MLF = 256.3 g·mol−1), and starch (from
potatoes, treated with glycerol at 190 °C according to Zulkowsky [69], repeat unit: C6O5H10, molar
mass of repeat unit 162 g·mol−1, mass density ρST ≈ 1.55 g·cm−3) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
and used as delivered. The solvent water was de-ionized in a Millipore water purifier and used in this
form. The starch films were prepared from flavin-water and starch-water solutions on fused silica plates
(25 mm diameter, 3 mm thickness). The thickness of the starch films was approximately 36 μm. The
flavin concentration in the starch films was roughly 8 × 10−3 mol·dm−3. Details of sample preparation
are reported in [27]. All measurements were carried out at room temperature (20 °C–23 °C) under
ambient conditions and the samples were stored in the dark at room temperature under ambient
conditions. Except stated different, the ambient relative humidity was low in the range between 20%
and 50%.
For the photo-reduction of flavin doped starch films the samples were excited at 455 nm with a
LED light source (LEDC1 from Thorlabs). The excitation light intensity was varied with optical
neutral density filters (from Schott). The excitation intensity was measured with a power meter (Model
PD 300-UV-SH photodiode detector head with NOVA power monitor from Ophir).
The absorption spectra were measured with a spectrophotometer (Cary 50 from Varian). The
fluorescence spectra, delayed luminescence spectra, and delayed luminescence lifetimes were
measured with a fluorimeter (Cary Eclipse from Varian). Experimental details are found in [27].
Fluorescence lifetimes of the samples were measured using a mode-locked titanium-sapphire laser
oscillator amplifier system (Hurricane from Spectra-Physics) for sample excitation (second harmonic
pulses of 3 ps duration, wavelength 400 nm, and energy ≈ 100 μJ). For fluorescence detection in most
cases a micro-channel-plate photomultiplier (type R1564U-01 from Hamamatsu) was used in
connection with a fast digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 9362) giving a time resolution of tres ≈ 500 ps. The
fluorescence emission in front-face collection arrangement was directed to the detector via a
broadband interference filter (transmission range 500 nm–600 nm) and a magic angle polarizer
(excitation light was vertically polarized, the polarizer in the detection path was oriented at an angle of
54.7° to the vertical). For higher fluorescence signal time resolution (tres ≈ 10 ps) a streak camera (type
C1587 temporal disperser with M1952 high-speed streak unit from Hamamatsu) was used [70].
4. Conclusions
Photo-excitation of the flavins riboflavin and lumiflavin in solid starch films caused repeatable
reversible reduction (photo-induced conversion of oxidized flavin to fully reduced flavin via
semi-reduced flavin and partial bi-exponential re-oxidation in the dark). The flavin doped starch films
may be considered as artificial flavin based blue-light photoreceptors since they exhibit a similar flavin
reduction—re-oxidation photocycle dynamics as the natural biological blue-light photoreceptors (LOV
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domains, BLUF proteins, cryptochromes). The role of the amino acid residues Cys, Tyr and Trp in the
proteins of natural flavin-based blue-light photoreceptors is taken over in the artificial flavin doped
starch films by the reducing action of the glucose repeat units of starch on photo-excited flavins and by
the oxidizing action of di-aldehyde groups in the formed oxystarch on ground-state flavin in the
reduced form.
A quantitative analysis of the photo-reduction dynamics of riboflavin and lumiflavin in starch was
carried out determining the excitation energy density dependent quantum efficiency of flavin-starch
, and the excitation energy density dependent quantum yield of
photo-reduction center formation,
flavin hydroquinone formation,
for FMN and FAD in starch.

. Similar photo-reduction and re-oxidation behavior is expected
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